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Abstract

The ever growing use of elastomers and polymers in structures leads to the need of pertinent multiaxial fatigue life criteria for such

materials. Thus, the understanding of the fatigue crack initiation micro-mechanisms and their link to the local stress and/or strain history is

essential. Scanning electron microscopy and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) have been used to investigate those micromechanisms

on a natural rubber.

Rigid inclusions were systematically found at the crack initiation. Depending on the type of inclusion (identified by EDS), cavitation at the

poles or decohesion are the very first damage processes observed. Cracks orientations are compared to local principal stress orientation

history, the later being obtained from finite element calculations (FE). It is shown that if large strain conditions are correctly taken into

account, cracks are found to propagate systematically in the direction given by the maximal first principal stress reached during a cycle, even

under non-proportional loading. A fatigue life criterion is proposed.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For several decades fatigue life prediction under multi-

axial loadings has played a major role in structure design.

As metallic components, elastomers components subjected

to cyclic loading will fail by fatigue and appropriate fatigue

life criteria are needed to prevent their fracture in service.

Two main approaches have been developed for fatigue

life prediction in rubber: the crack nucleation approach and

the crack growth approach. The first one aim to predict the

number of cycles required to cause the appearance of a

crack of a given size from the history of quantities such as

stress or strain, at a point. The first known study using this

approach was proposed by Whöler [1] as early as the 1860s

and is still in use today. Cadwell [2] was one of the first to

apply this approach to elastomers.
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The crack growth approach considers that a crack pre-

exist in the material and that the fatigue life depends directly

on the growth of this particular crack. Rivlin and Thomas

[3] were the first to apply Griffith criterion to rubber [4]. The

crack growth rate is computed from the so called Tearing

Energy T which is the change in the stored mechanical

energy, per unit change in crack surface area. The tearing

energy is computed for a given specimen configuration, a

given crack configuration and a given loading. Changing

one of those parameters imply to recompute T.

When considering fatigue life prediction under non-

proportional multiaxial loading, calculating T becomes

quickly unreasonable. Indeed, since no analytical solutions

can be found for T under complex loading and complicated

specimen geometries (such as industrial components for

example), calculating T imply complete 3D finite element

modeling of the crack propagation process within the

structure. Moreover, it is rare to know in advance the

location of the crack initiation and the question of where

computing T can hardly find an answer. If the crack

propagation approach can be used when the crack path is

well identified (crack at interfaces for example), the crack

nucleation approach seems more appropriate to evaluate
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fatigue life under complex loading, especially when the

crack location is part of the unknowns. This imply to

identify the pertinent mechanical parameters controlling

multiaxial fatigue life.

Fatigue life prediction in metallic materials has been

largely investigated over the past decades and is still of

major concern [5,6]. In comparison to metallic materials

and despite their growing use in a wide range of industrial

applications, fatigue life prediction in rubber has been very

little investigated. In a recent review, Mars [7] emphasis the

lack of adequate multiaxial fatigue life criteria for

elastomers. He also point out the fact that too little

consideration had been given to the underlying mechanisms

of fatigue crack initiation [8]. The purposes of this paper are:

(1) to present the micromechanisms of crack initiation under

non-proportional multiaxial fatigue in elastomers and (2) to

establish, from those observations, which mechanical

parameters are pertinent to propose a multiaxial fatigue

life criterion. The establishment, identification and vali-

dation of the criterion itself will not be presented here but

can be found in [9]. In this study, fatigue life corresponds to

the presence of a 1 mm crack in the structure.
2. Material and mechanical testing

The material used in this study is a vulcanized Natural

Rubber (NR) cis-1,4-polyisoprene filled with reinforcing

carbon black (see Table 1 for mechanical properties). The

term ‘reinforcing’ refer to the increased strength and stiffness

of a filled NR compared to a non-filled one. At rest and room

temperature, NR is amorphous which means that there is no

short distance order in the molecular chain structure.

However, lowering the temperature below the crystallites

fusion temperature will induce partial crystallization of the

polymeric chains. Due to the particular cis-configuration of

the natural rubber crystallization will also occur by straining

the material. The level of straining necessary to induce such

crystallization depends on the material itself and the testing

temperature. In our case, at room temperature, this value is

around 130% in simple tension.

Tensile tests were carried out on 10!1.5!150 mm3

strips of material cut from rubber sheets. A screw drive

INSTRON 1122 equipped with pneumatic grips was used.

Strain was measured by a LLOYD laserscan200 non-

contacting extensiometer and load by a 20 daN cell. Both

were recorded by a computer at a 10 Hz frequency.
Table 1

Room temperature mechanical properties

Density

(g/m3)

A shore

hardness

UTS (MPa) 3fail (%) 300% elong.

modulus

(MPa)

1.1 48 25.3 500 7.8
Molded specimens were used for constitutive model

identification and fatigue testing. Specimens geometries are

shown in Fig. 1. So called ‘Diabolo’ specimens are designed

to give an uniaxial stress state under tension and

compression whereas axisymmetrical notched specimens

referred as AN2 (1.75 mm notch radius) and AN5 (4.75 mm

notch radius) show triaxiality levels around 0.45 and 0.35,

respectively, under simple tension. The elastomer was

bonded to the metal end pieces during the vulcanization

process.

Fatigue tests were conducted at room temperature on a

tension–compression and a pure torsion home made fatigue

machine. Due to large strains and the incompressibility of

the NR, simply applying a torsion angle to one end of the

specimen while keeping the other on fixed would induce

compressive axial stresses. The torsion fatigue machine was

designed to prevent those axial stresses by having one end of

the specimen free of displacement along the torsion axis.

Tests were performed under linear or angular displacement

control with a sinusoidal waveform at a frequency of 1 Hz.

Finally, so called tension–compression and static torsion

fatigue tests were performed. They consist in tension–

compression test, an angular pre-straining being initially

applied to one end of the specimen and kept constant for the

test duration.
3. Numerical procedure

As the full understanding of the crack propagation

mechanisms suppose a good understanding of the large

strain particularities, the following section describe the

large strain formalism and present the constitutive model

used in this study.

3.1. Surface and volume transport: large strain formulation

Let consider the motion ðxZFð ðX ; tÞ of a general body in

three dimensions, where a particle, initially at a position ðX ,

occupies position ðx at time t. If we denote by
~
FðX; tÞ the

transformation gradient:

dðx Z
~
FðX; tÞd ðX (1)

with FiJ Z
dxi

dXJ

(2)

In the case of a general 3-dimensional motion, surface

and volume in the initial and actual configuration are related

by:

ðndS Z J$
~
FKT $ ðNdS0 (3)

dv Z J$dv0 (4)

J Z detð
~
FÞ (5)



Fig. 1. Specimens geometries used for fatigue tests (dimension in mm).
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where dS0 and dv0 are the element of surface and volume in

the initial configuration. ðN and ðn are, respectively, the initial

and actual normals. In the particular case of rubber

elasticity, the transformation is purely isochoric (volume

preserving) so that JZ1. In the following sections those

equations will be used to describe what we will call the

‘material rotations’, the large rotations that a material plane

undergo under large strain conditions.
3.2. Strain and stress tensors

In the actual configuration, the strain tensor also called

the Euler–Almansi tensor and noted
~
A is given by:

~
A Z

1

2
ð
~
I K

~
BK1Þ (6)

where
~
BZ

~
F$

~
FKT is the left Cauchy–Green tensor. In the

initial configuration, the so-called Green–Lagrange strain

tensor
~
E is expressed as follow:

~
E Z

1

2
ð
~

C K
~
IÞ (7)

where
~
CZ

~
FT $

~
F is the right Cauchy–Green tensor.

In the actual configuration, the stress tensor is known

as the Cauchy stress tensor. Most non-linear hyperelastic

models are based on the formulation of a strain energy

density W which is related to the Cauchy stress tensor (T)

via the first principle of thermodynamics. The stress

tensor is obtained by differentiating the strain

energy function with respect to the left Cauchy–Green

tensor
~
BZ

~
F$

~
FT as:

~
T Z 2r

~
B

vW

v
~
B

(8)

where r is the density. Unless specified, the term of stress

will always refer to Cauchy stresses.
3.3. Strain energy density

The constitutive model would not be complete without

the formulation of the strain energy density. Under simple

tension, the material has an hyperelastic and non-linear

behavior. Tensile tests were performed along and normally

to the rolling direction. No noticeable difference was found

and the material behavior was considered isotropic. In the

range of stress and strain considered in this study, the total

dissipation under cyclic loading was less than 5% of the

total strain energy. Moreover, all tests were performed at

low frequency (1–2 Hz) so that no frequency effect was

observed on the behavior of the material. As a consequence,

a simple hyperelastic approach was chosen. A largely used

model for rubbers is the one firstly proposed by Mooney and

then generalized by Rivlin. It is expressed as follow:

WðI1; I2; I3Þ Z
XN

i;j;kZ0

ðCijkðI1 K3ÞiðI2 K3ÞjðI3 K1ÞkÞ (9)

where W is the strain-energy density and I1, I2, I3 are the first

three invariants of the Green deformation tensor. Since the

NR used is incompressible (or very nearly so), I3Z1 and the

previous expression can be reduced to:

WðI1; I2Þ Z
XN

i;jZ0

ðCijðI1 K3ÞiðI2 K3ÞjÞ (10)

For the type of loading encountered in this study,

material stress–strain properties were found to be well

described by:

WðI1; I2Þ Z C10ðI1 K3ÞCC01ðI2 K3ÞCC11ðI1 K3Þ

!ðI2 K3ÞCC20ðI1 K3Þ2 CC30ðI1 K3Þ3 (11)
3.4. Identification

Material parameters have been identified on experimen-

tal load–displacement curves from simple tensile tests on

strips of material but also from tension–compression tests

on Diabolo specimens. Since no analytical model could
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Fig. 2. Comparison between computed and experimental behavior.
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describe this set of experiment, an inverse method was used.

FE calculations were coupled to an optimizer to identify

material parameters from experimental load–displacement

curves. Both FE computations and the optimization loop

were driven by the FE code ZeBuLoN [10] developed at the

laboratory. As most of the elastomers, NR is known to

soften under cyclic loading. Also known as the Mullins

effect [11], this strain softening was found to occur during

the first hundred cycles, after which the material behavior is

stabilized. The identification process was performed on a

stabilized material. Experimental and optimized numerical

stress–strain curves are shown in Fig. 2. The optimized set

of parameters are C10Z0.284, C01Z0.105, C11Z0.106!
10K2, C20Z0.237!10K2, C30Z0.104.
4. Micromechanisms of crack initiation

Specimen surfaces were systematically observed using a

field effect Zeiss scanning electron microscope (SEM)

equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy analysis

facilities (EDS). The EDS analysis system works as an
integrated feature of a scanning electron microscope. The

technique utilizes X-rays that are emitted from the sample

during bombardment by the electron beam to characterize

the elemental composition of the analyzed volume. In

addition, sections were cut using a cryogenic microtome (so

that a perfect sectioning was ensured) to identify crack

initiation mechanisms beneath the lateral surface.
4.1. Flaws at crack initiation

As classically observed in fatigue, cracks were found

to initiate from existing flaws in the material, more

precisely inclusions or agglomerates. Despite systematic

investigation no cracks were found to initiate from pre-

existing voids or surface imperfection. EDS analysis

reveal that a large variety of inclusions are present in

NR. The most often encountered are SiO2 and CaCO3.

They are introduced in the material composition to

ensure processability. However, some more ‘exotic’

inclusions were also identified such as natural fibers or

carbon-based inclusions which can be seen as the

evidence of the natural origin of the elastomer.

Agglomerates result from inhomogeneous mixing during

material processing. In our particular case, they are

composed of carbon black (submicronic diameter) and

ZnO2 particles (size of a few microns) sticking together

to finally create a 100–300 mm diameter inclusion. The

rubber matrix percolates totally these agglomerates. At

the difference of rigid inclusion such as SiO2 and

CaCO3, agglomerates do not show a clear interface

with the elastomer matrix. Instead, they have to be seen

as localized highly concentrated carbon black and ZnO2

zones in the elastomer matrix resulting in a local higher

modulus and a local inclusion like behavior. It has to be

noticed that those agglomerates can hardly be avoided by

any type of mixing process.
4.2. Fatigue damage initiation

Two main mechanisms were found to occur at crack

initiation independently of the type of loading (i.e. uniaxial

or multiaxial) but depending on the nature of the inclusion:

decohesion and cavitation. The distinction between decohe-

sion and cavitation was made using SEM inspection at the

crack initiation location.
4.2.1. Decohesion

The decohesion process can clearly be identified on the

fracture surfaces since the surface of the inclusion, after

decohesion, is free of rubber. Decohesion was found to be

predominant at rigid inclusions such as SiO2 and CaCO3.

Among the inclusion, the rubber matrix and the interface,

the latter is clearly the weakest since no particular chemical

treatments have been performed in order to improve the

interface toughness. Then, the fatigue damage initiates at



Fig. 3. Crack initiation under uniaxial fatigue loading.

Fig. 4. Cavitation at the pole of the inclusion.
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the interface which leads to the decohesion between the

matrix and the inclusion.

4.2.2. Cavitation

Cavitation is the process of spontaneous void nucleation

under a given stress state. Cavitation was found to occur at

agglomerates. Fig. 3 represents a crack at initiation after a

tension–compression test on a Diabolo and the correspond-

ing microtome section. EDS analysis and high resolution

SEM imaging reveal the presence of a ZnO2/carbon black

agglomerates in between the two cracks and evidences of

cavitation at the pole of the agglomerate (see Fig. 4). Hou

and Aberyartne [12] proposed a cavitation model for

multiaxial loading with a cavitation surface defined by:

S:ð4s1Ks2Ks3Þð4s2Ks1Ks3Þð4s3Ks2Ks1ÞKð5mÞ3Z0

(12)

where si(iZ1,2,3) are the principal stresses and m the shear

modulus. This model predicts cavitation in an elastomer

matrix subjected to a multiaxial loading but no cyclic effect

is taken into account. It has to be notice that, according to

this criterion, both the hydrostatic and deviatoric parts of the

stress tensor play a role in the cavitation process which is

not the case for more simple criterion such as the one

proposed earlier by Gent [13]. Then, it is not expected to

give an accurate prediction of stress level needed to induce

cavitation under fatigue loading. Still it can provide

informations concerning the nucleation location. A cell

calculation has been performed. A cell contains a rigid

inclusion surrounded by a rubber matrix. Periodic boundary

conditions are applied. A vertical displacement is applied at

the top section of the cell, simulating a tensile test. The

cavitation model has been implemented in the ZeBuLoN

code. The onset of cavitation correspond to the instant at

which a Gauss point in the cell first reach the condition

given by Eq. (12). The model was found to locate correctly

the void nucleation at the pole of the inclusion but the

computed minimum stress value for cavitation did not
match the experimental value (i.e. cavitation was observed

at lower stress levels than the computed one). It has to be

noticed that the inclusion shape and modulus influence

strongly the stress at cavitation. The difference between the

computed and observed values of stress at cavitation can be

explained by the difference between the real inclusions

shape (hard to describe analytically considering the wide

range of shapes and types of inclusions) and the ideal

spherical inclusion taken for the calculations. In addition,

due to cyclic loading, the stress softening, which may occur

differently in the rubber matrix around the inclusion than it

does at a macroscopic level so that the pertinent material

parameter at the inclusion scale might be slightly different

from those identified macroscopically. The reason why no

decohesion occurs is simply that no real interface exits.

Stress levels necessary to cavitation can then be reached

before any stress relaxation due to decohesion occurs. In the

eventuality of an increased inclusion-matrix toughness
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properties cavitation would become the predominant

damage initiation mechanism.

4.2.3. Micro-propagation

The existence of two different mechanisms did not lead

to a noticeable difference in terms of number of cycles to

crack initiation. In order to estimate the percentage of the

fatigue life spent in propagating the fatigue crack from 100

to 200 mm initial flaw to our critical crack size of 1 mm,

further SEM investigations were performed on specially

shaped thin specimens (thickness of approximately 2 mm).

The specimens were designed in order to obtain a smooth

stress gradient under simple tension. Specimens were tested

under cyclic tension at loading ration RZ0. The test was

stopped as soon as a crack of a 1 mm size was observed.

Using SEM observation it was possible to locate several

microcracks. The crack length and crack location were

measured. Cracks starting from the edges of the specimen

were not taken into account. The predicted fatigue life at

any point of the specimen surface was computed using finite

element analysis and the fatigue damage model proposed in

the following section. It was then possible to correlate the

crack length to the percentage of total fatigue life. Five

specimens were tested and 30 microcracks were obtained.

As shown in Fig. 5, approximately 80% of the fatigue life is

spend in propagating the crack from this 100/200 mm initial

flaw to our critical crack size of 1 mm. Then the fatigue life

modeling problem has more to do with how cracks

propagate under non-proportional multiaxial stresses rather

than how cracks nucleate.
65
5. Crack propagation mode

This section focus on fatigue crack propagation direc-

tions of small cracks (LcrackZ1 mm) under uniaxial and

non-proportional multiaxial loading. The aim is to establish

the existence or not of preferred propagation mode. In the

following sections, qðn denotes the material plane angle and

q the angle between the first (i.e. maximum positive)
percentage of total fatigue life
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Fig. 5. Percentage of total fatigue life as a function of crack length under

uniaxial loading (RZ0).
Principal Stress Direction and the specimen axis (see

Fig. 6). Three types of fatigue loading will be presented in

details: uniaxial push–pull tests, [0;q] torsion on AN2 and

push–pull with static torsion fatigue on Diabolos.

5.1. One-dimensional loading

As shown Fig. 3, under uniaxial push–pull fatigue test,

cracks were found to propagate normally to the tensile

direction. This was observed for tests at positive and

negative loading ratios (R ratios are varying in the range

[K2:.15]), for the three types of specimens. In this simple

case, the preferred crack propagation mode is an opening

mode also called mode I.

5.2. Multiaxial loading

Multiaxial fatigue under large strain conditions leads to

both Principal Stress Direction Rotations (PSDR) and

material rotations.

5.2.1. PSDR

Principal stress direction (PSD) are easily computed for

the three principal stresses since they are given by the eigen

vectors of the Cauchy stress tensor. In the following section,

PSD and PSDR refer to the first principal stress only.

PSDR computations at the notch root of a AN2 specimen

under torsion are given Fig. 7. At small torsion angle
Torsion angle (degree)
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θ σ
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Fig. 7. Rotation of the maximal principal stress direction for a torsion test

on AN2 specimens.
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the well known PSD value of qsp Z458 is found. Increasing

the torsion angle makes qsp to deviate from this small strain

condition value. qsp increases up to 608 for a 1008 torsion

angle. It has to be pointed out hat even a simple torsion test

induce strong PSDR so that it has to be considered as a non-

proportional fatigue test.

Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the PSD over a cycle for a

push–pull and static torsion test. The angle initially applied

to the head of the specimen is 608. Calculations are made for

a node at the surface of the Diabolo where the torsion effect

is the strongest. At zero axial displacement, PSD is close to

508 due to the static loading. Under axial fatigue loading,

strong PSDR are observed with amplitudes up to 608.
5.2.2. Material rotations

‘Material rotations’ are the rotations that undergo physical

planes (for example a crack) under large strain conditions. To

visualize those rotations, let us consider a cylinder of rubbery

material. If a line is drawn at its surface, along the axis

direction, twisting the cylinder with a large twist angle will

induce a rotation of this line. In the same way, for multiaxial

fatigue under large strain conditions, the orientation of a

physical or material plane will undergo strong rotations over

a cycle. It has to be pointed out that material rotations are

generally different from PSD ones except in some particular

simple cases. Since, the orientation of a material plane is

given by its normal, material rotations are described by Eq.

(3). In order to keep, the norm of the vector equal to one when

transported from initial to deformed configuration Eq. (3) has

to be modified as follow:

ðnt Z
~
FKT

t
1ðnt0

(13)

where the operator 1 is the so called operator of normalized

transport defined by:

~
T1ðu Z ~

T$ðu

j
~
T$ðuj

(14)

~
T being a tensor and ðu a vector.
Material rotations have been computed accordingly to

Eq. (13) for torsion tests on AN2 specimens. Results of qðn

evolution as a function of the torsion angle and for different

initial qðn values are reported in Fig. 9. For more clarity, the

torsion angle was kept in a range where qðn values do not

exceed 658. Material plane rotations appear to be very

sensitive to the initial plane orientation. The rotation

amplitudes are found to be much greater than PSDR ones.

For example, a material plane at a 158 angle in undeformed

configuration will be at about 618 angle after a 1008 torsion

angle which makes an amplitude of 568. For the same test,

PSDR amplitude is only 178.

For the previously discussed static torsion and tension-

compression loading, material rotation amplitudes are found

to be of approximately 58 while PSDR amplitude reach 708

(see Fig. 8).
5.2.3. Crack orientations and PSD

In order to identify, an eventual preferred crack

propagation mode under multiaxial fatigue loading cracks

orientations have been measured and compared to the

computed PSD. Indeed, from uniaxial results and crack

orientation at the notch root of an AN2 specimen under

torsion (see Fig. 10) the maximum principal stress was

believed to play a major role in the crack propagation

process.

Fatigue tests were stopped at crack initiation and crack

orientation measured using SEM observations. From FE

calculation, it was possible to locate the closest node from

the initiation site and then the local material rotations and

PSD history. However, due to large strains, some precau-

tions have to be taken when comparing PSD to measured

crack angles.

Let us consider a general mutiaxial fatigue loading. As a

crack can be considered as a material plane (it will follow the

material rotations imposed by the surrounding material), we

will consider that its orientation is given by its normal and

that Eq. (13) can be applied. Under small strain conditions,



Fig. 10. Cracks at the notch (AN2) after a fatigue torsion test.
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material rotations are so small compared to principal stress

direction rotations that crack orientation measurements can

be directly compared to computed principal stress directions.

Under large strain conditions, both principal stress

directions and material planes directions rotate. Since crack

orientation measurements are usually done in the

undeformed configuration whereas principal stress direction

orientations are computed in the deformed (i.e. actual)

configuration, they cannot be directly compared.

Before comparison, they have to be transported in the

same configuration. The easiest way of doing so is to

consider an eigen stress vector as a normal ðnactual to

a material plane and use Eq. (13) to evaluate the

corresponding normal ðnundeformed)actual in the undeformed

configuration.
Fig. 11. Comparison between sðp1 rotation and m
Also, the stress history on a given plane can be expressed

in terms of normal ðsðnt
Þ and shear stress ðtðnt

Þ as follow:

sðnt
Z ðnt$ ~

sðtÞ$ðnt (15)

tðnt
Z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j
~
sðtÞ$ðnðtÞj2 K ððs ðnt

Þ2
r

(16)
5.2.4. Alternate torsion loading

A 0–1008 torsion test is taken as an example to describe

the procedure performed at each node of the structure:
(i)
ateria
the time tmax at which the maximum first principal

stress is reached is identified,
(ii)
 the corresponding eigen vector is transported in the

undeformed configuration using Eq. (13),
l rotations for a 0–1008 torsion test.
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(iii)
Fig. 1

mater
the predicted and measured crack angles are

compared.
The procedure is shown in Fig. 11 for a [0; 100] alternate

torsion test. In this case, the PSD angle at tmax is 618. The

corresponding material plane angle in the undeformed

configuration is 188. This 188 computed angle will be

compared to measured crack angle. It demonstrates clearly

the need of taking into account material plane rotation.

The procedure was applied for all alternate torsion tests

performed in this study. As we are dealing with notched

specimens, cracks were not found to initiate strictly at the

notch root but rather in a 1 mm band centered on the later.

Therefore, computed angles were obtained for two nodes,

one at the notch root and the second one located at 500 mm

away from it. Results are given in Fig. 12. The procedure

was applied to AN5 and Diabolos specimens with the same

success in predicting crack orientations.

It shows that, for these loading conditions, the crack

orientation is given by the maximal first principal stress

direction reached during a cycle. Moreover it demonstrates

that the crack initiation orientation depends not only on the

type of loading applied to the specimen (i.e. torsion,

combined tension torsion, etc) but also on the level of

loading applied.
5.2.5. Fully reverse torsion loading

Fully reverse torsion tests [Cq; Kq] were also

conducted (q is the angular displacement applied to the

specimen ends). In this particular case, the symmetry of the

loading implies that the loading history on the two planes at

Cqðn and Kqðn are 908 out of phase but with the same

amplitudes. For a given [Cq; Kq] two planes experience

the same maximum first principal stress, at orientationsCqðn

and Kqðn . Experimentally cracks were found to initiate

perpendicularly to the specimen axis independently of the

level of loading applied to the specimen and the fatigue life
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ial plane rotation being taken into account.
was half the one observed for the corresponding [0; q]

alternate torsion fatigue test. In order to better understand

this phenomenon, fatigue tests were conducted by blocks of

1000 cycles, each block consisting in 500 cycles at [0;Cq]

followed by 500 cycles at [0;Kq]. The crack path was

identified using SEM. A zig–zag like crack propagation was

observed with characteristic angles close to those observed

under simple [0; Cq] and [0; Kq] torsion tests. Those

results show that the 908 angle crack propagation observed

under fully reversed torsion is the result of a micro zig–zag

like propagation at each cycles giving globally a crack

orientation of 908. Since, over one cycle, the crack

propagates once at Cqðn tmaxð Þ and once at Kqðn tmaxð Þ this also

explain why the fatigue life of an alternate torsion loading is

twice the one of a fully reverse torsion loading (test being

conducted at the same maximum level).
5.2.6. Push–pull and static torsion loading

Despite the static torsion angle, fatigue cracks were

found to initiate and propagate quasi normally to the tensile

direction with only a 1–28 angle. As done previously for the

torsion test, PSDR and material plane rotation have been

computed and are reported in Fig. 8 for a node at the surface

of the Diabolo. The PSD is found to be equal to 158 in the

maximally deformed position. The corresponding material

plane angle is equal to 58 when the specimen is unloaded. In

this case, cracks were found to initiate from the inside of the

specimen, at a characteristic distance from the surface. The

reason why such a phenomenon occur is beyond the scope

of this paper but can be found in [9]. At this particular

location the computed crack angle value is 28 (the static

torsion effect is weaker). This value is in accordance with

the quasi normal fracture surface observed experimentally.
6. Fatigue life prediction

It is well known that for uniaxial fatigue testing on

natural rubber, running tests at positive loading ratio induce

a strong increase in the fatigue life. This was observed by

many authors [2,14] and explained as the result of the strain

induced crystallization ability of rubber (synthetic rubber

which do not show such an ability do not present this

reinforcement at RO0 either). We propose to correlate the

fatigue life to an equivalent quantity Feq defined as follow:

Feq Z
Fdamage

1 CFreinforcement

(17)

where Fdamage (resp. Freinforcement) is the driving force of the

damage process (resp. reinforcement process). Freinforcement

is positive under reinforcing loading condition and null

otherwise. If the condition for having reinforcement under

uniaxial loading is simple (RO0), it becomes much more

complex under multiaxial loading. For this reason, the way

of computing Freinforcement will be published in a paper to
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come. Guidelines can be found in [15]. All the results

presented in this section have FreinforcementZ0. We will

focus here on how to compute Fdamage. The number of

cycles to crack initiation is correlated to Feq via a classical

power law function:

Ni Z
Feq

F0

� �a

(18)

a and F0 are material parameters to identify.
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Fig. 13. One-dimensional results after identification.
6.1. Choice of a pertinent mechanical parameter

Most existing fatigue life models are based on stress,

strain, strain energy evolution or any combination of those

quantities depending on the type of material studied. Mars

[8], recently proposed that for rubbery materials the fatigue

life could be related to an amount of energy DWc, where Wc

represents the so called cracking energy density defined as

follows:

dWc Z sdð3 Z ðrt

~
sd

~
3ðr (19)

where ðr is a fixed unit vector normal to the plane of interest,

and
~
s and d

~
3 are the stress and strain increment tensors,

respectively. He considers the orientation of the plane of

interest ðr constant over a cycle and identify the plane of

crack initiation as the plane which maximizes

DWc ZWc;maxKWc;min. However, it was not clear how

such a quantity could be computed with an incremental

definition of Wc. The fatigue life is then related to DWc via a

power-law function.

Under large strain conditions, not taking into account

material plane rotations can be hazardous when computing

an amplitude of a given quantity. Let us assume a given

mechanical quantity X (stress, strain or energy), of which

we want to compute an amplitude and mean stress value on

a particular material plane. Since Xmax and Xmin must be

computed at two different times the corresponding material

planes are different. So, their rotations have to be taken into

account and the procedure described Section 5.2.2 has to be

applied.

The previously exposed methodology to find fatigue crack

orientation from the principal stress directions could have

been performed in the same way using principal strain

directions since they coincide for an isotropic hyperelastic

behavior. However, when considering isotropic incompres-

sible hyperelastic materials such as rubber, the strain tensor is

only depending on the deviatoric part of the stress tensor. By

definition of incompressibility, an hydrostatic stress state

does not induce any deformation. Thus, computing a damage

parameter exclusively from the evolution of a strain quantity

imply that the hydrostatic part of the loading does not induce

any damage. This was found to be experimentally wrong [9].

For the same reason considering a damage parameter from an

energy based quantity present some difficulties. As soon as a

strain-based quantity tends towards zero (i.e. when the stress
state becomes close to a purely hydrostatic stress state), so

does the corresponding energy based quantity. There hence,

we preferred use the Cauchy stress tensor history over a cycle

to express the damage parameter. As the maximal principal

stress direction was found to correctly predict the fatigue

crack orientations under non-proportional multiaxial loading

we suggest that the maximum value of the first principal

stress ðsp1 Þ reached during a cycle drives the damage process

so that:

Fdamage Z Max
t2½0:T�

ðsnÞ (20)

where T is the period of the signal and sn is the normal stress

acting on the plane that experiences the highest maximum

principal stress. This model imply that compressive stresses

have no effect on the fatigue life. This is consistent with the

fact that a preferred mode I crack initiation is observed and

that by closing the fatigue crack, negative stresses on that

particular plane have no effect on the damage process.

6.2. One-dimensional results

The two parameters of the model, a and F0, have been

identified on push–pull fatigue test results with compressive

stresses ranging from K4 to 0 MPa. As said in the first

section, tests were stopped as soon as a 1 mm crack was

observed at the specimen surface. The fatigue lives are

computed using Eq. (17) with FreinforcementZ0 (tests with

negative loading ratios). The comparison between predicted

and observed fatigue life for uniaxial tests is given in

Fig. 13. The proposed model predicts the observed fatigue

life: the simulated life remains in a scatter band, which is

reasonable. As supposed compressive stresses do not show

any influence on the fatigue life for natural rubber.

6.3. Multiaxial results

Once identified on one-dimensional results the proposed

model was applied to multiaxial test results where
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the reinforcing condition was not met (i.e. where

FreinforcementZ0). Results are presented Fig. 14 for [0; q]

torsion tests on Diabolo and push-pull tests on AN5. In both

cases, a good agreement is observed between predicted and

computed fatigue life. Only two points seem to slightly

differ from the predictions. This could be due to the fact that

for those tests it can be experimentally hard not to meet

reinforcing conditions.
7. Conclusions

The micromechanisms leading to the initiation of a 1 mm

fatigue crack under multiaxial cyclic loading have been

investigated. It was shown that cracks initiate from flaws

pre-existing in the material. For the natural rubber

investigated they consist in rigid inclusions like SiO2 or

CaCO3 particles, and large carbon black agglomerates of an

average size of 200 mm. Depending on the type of inclusion,

the very first damage processes observed are decohesion or

cavitation. Those mechanisms are similar to those observed

under simple tension on rubbery materials. Fatigue loading

in rubber does not produce new type of damage mechanisms

as it does in metallic materials. It was found that 20% of the

fatigue life is spent in propagating the crack from this initial

200 mm micro-crack up to our 1 mm critical size.

Crack orientations under non-proportional multiaxial

fatigue loading were investigated. It was found that if

material plane rotations are correctly taken into account, the

direction given by the maximum first principal stress

reached during a cycle correctly predicts the crack

orientation in all the fatigue loading encountered in this

study. Crack orientation were found to depend not only on

the type of loading (tension, torsion, etc.) but also on the

maximum level of loading.

A simple fatigue model was proposed, suitable for

fatigue loading where no reinforcement is observed.
After identification on the uniaxial data, it was found to

describe correctly experimental multiaxial data. It was shown

that, for hyperelastic incompressible materials such as rubber,

stress based criterion are able to predict the fatigue life in the

multiaxial loading cases considered in this study. The fatigue

criterion has been implemented in the Zebulon FE code and is

able to locate the crack initiation, predict the fatigue life and

the crack orientation on structures. Compared to energy or

strain based approaches, the stress based approach do not give

infinite fatigue life for purely hydrostatic stress states.

However, more experimental fatigue test results are needed

to establish the quality of the predictions in case of highly

hydrostatic stress states. It was shown that material plane

rotations have to be taken into account as soon as a mean or

amplitude of a given oriented quantity is computed (stress or

strain normal to a plane for example).

The case of loading with reinforcement (positive loading

ratio under simple tension for example) has been treated in

[9] and will be presented in a paper to come.
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